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604-330-5733

Book a consultation with a Patient Care Manager to 
discuss your skin goals and treatment options.

Facial Plastic Surgery
Specializing in Facelifts and Rhinoplasty

Aesthetic Facial Injectables
Aesthetic Nurse Injectors with 
20 years experience

Medical Grade Laser Treatments
Leading experts treating all 
skin types and concerns

Directed by Dual Board Certifi ed Facial Plastic Surgeon,
Dr. Thomas Buonassisi. Helping patients achieve facial and
skin aesthetic goals, working collaboratively with a team 

of highly experienced medical aesthetic professionals. Off ering 
a complete spectrum of medical grade procedures and 

products that treat all skin types and concerns.

8west.ca

300-1788 W. Broadway
Vancouver, BC
V6J 1Y1

Look & Feel 
Your Best
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How Do You Self-Care?
T A K I N G  C A R E  O F  S E L F  M E A N S  D I F F E R E N T  T H I N G S  T O  D I F F E R E N T 

P E O P L E .  F O R  S O M E ,  I N J E C T A B L E S  A R E  A  W A Y  T O  P R A C T I S E  S E L F - L O V E

B Y  N O A  N I C H O L

Bubble baths, face masks, massage—
we’re willing to bet these are among 
the top “indulgences” that come 
to mind when defi ning a term like 
self-care. But, increasingly, we’re 
learning—or, rather, accepting—that 
the list is much, much longer. Activities 
vary from person to person (we have 
one friend who loves to dry brush 
her body, another who keeps a daily 
journal and a third who actually 
considers infrequently skipping her 
normally long nightly skin-care routine 
a true act of  self-love), and more and 
more of  us are counting injectables, 
like dermal fi llers and Botox, among 
our self-care rituals.
    Brand strategist Erin Sousa is open 
on her social media platform about her 
choice to include injectable treatments 
in her personal self-care regime.
    “Anything that makes you feel good 
is self-care; for me, this means Botox, 
too,” Sousa says, adding that she loves 
how the treatment makes her look 
“more awake and refreshed.”
    “Self-care means taking care of  your 
overall wellbeing, whether that’s taking 
time to yourself, setting boundaries, 
doing something that makes you feel 
happy, taking time to have a bath, 
apply your skin care, or yes, something 
like Botox,” she explains.
    Sabrina Smythe, who works in 
fi nance, started receiving Botox several 
years ago. “I had two deep frown lines, 
or 11s, on my forehead, between my 
eyebrows and above my nose. As soon 
as those disappeared I felt 100 times 
more confi dent about myself. I have 
also done undereye treatments and 
tried lip fi llers this spring; both were 
subtle and I liked how it looked.”
    Like Sousa, Smythe defi nes self-
care as “anything that makes you feel 
better about yourself, so in that context 
I do believe that Botox and other 
injectables are considered self-care.” 
But, she adds, “there is a fi ne line; 
some women do take it overboard. 
In my opinion, when Botox and 
injectables are taken to that extent, it 
stops becoming about self-care and 
begins to be about becoming someone 
you are not. For me, self-care is very 
much about making oneself  feel more 
confi dent in their own skin. It’s about 
enhancing, not changing.”
    Taraneh Erfan King, a registered 
clinical counsellor, says we each feel 
cared for diff erently, and that makes 
defi ning self-care activities impossible. 
“We can’t make blanket statements 
when it comes to how people feel 
pampered or cared for, how each of  
us considers and manages our own 
physical, mental, emotional and 
spiritual wellness. For some people, 
self-care is doing the hardest workout 
of  their life; for others, it’s lounging 
around and doing nothing. And yes, 
for some, it’s about how they feel 
physically, and the impact that has on 
their life. If  that means Botox, then 
that means Botox. There’s no right or 
wrong answer when it comes to the 
question, ‘What does feeling cared for 
look or feel like for me?’”
    Her advice: “Get clear, for yourself, 
on why you do what you do. Self-care 
is fully about you.”
    The truth, we think, is that self-care 
can, potentially, refer to anything done, 
by ourselves for ourselves, to improve 
our lives and/or enhance our health, 
whether that’s mindfulness, meditation, 
exercise, skin care or, yes, injectable 
treatments. “Beyond gaining a good 
handle on your own motivations,” says 
Dr. Thomas Buonassisi, board-certifi ed 
facial plastic surgeon and founder 
of  8 West Cosmetic Surgery & 
Laser Skin Clinic in Vancouver, 
“one of  the keys is to partner with a 
professional to ensure your journey 
is not only fuelled by a desire to look 
and feel your best, but, ultimately, 
progresses in such a way that you are 
pleased with your results.”
    “So many of  my clients truly come 
in to care for themselves, and out of  
care for themselves,” confi rms Lisa 
Roberge, an aesthetic nurse injector at 
8 West. “Not only that, their self-care 
journey when it comes to injectables 
is ongoing, and the relationship we 
form with them becomes part of  that 

B
journey. They come in knowing we 
have their best interests in mind, and 
they leave feeling refreshed, with a 
positive boost. Personally, I’m happy 
we’re starting to lose the judgement 
around these treatments, that we’re 
beginning to understand that, based on 
the individual, they can very much be 
a part of  one’s self-care routine.”
    Jenn Sheaves, also an aesthetic 
nurse injector at 8 West, is similarly 
encouraged to see the stigma around 
injectables changing. “It’s challenging 
for women, daily, to be asked if  they 
are tired, or angry, when that’s not 
how they feel. Minimizing these 
negative expressions on the face can 
be empowering, and can allow women 
to live more confi dently, which in my 
opinion is a form of  self-care.”
    Indeed, as Well + Good beauty and 
fi tness director Ali Finney writes, 
“It’s time to broaden our wellness 
boundaries beyond salt scrubs and 
sweat sessions to include anything 
that we do that makes us feel better 
about ourselves—including injectable 
appointments.” Below, some non-
surgical injectable treatments available 
at 8 West that may (or may not; the 
operative term here is, of  course, 
“self ”) match your personal defi nition 
of  self-care. As they say, you do 
you! 8 West Cosmetic Surgery & 
Laser Skin Clinic, 300-1788 W. 
Broadway, 604-330-5733. 8west.ca

LIP INJECTIONS & FILLERS
A quick and easy way to create shape 
or add volume to lips, many 8 West 
patients who’ve had this non-surgical 
procedure—which uses specially 
designed dermal fi llers; temporary 
products made of  hyaluronic acid, a 
substance that is naturally occurring in 
the body—say it’s given them a boost 
in self-confi dence. Self-care pair it 
with: RMS Beauty Wild With Desire 
lipstick ($25 at Joyviva.ca) that, 
rich in antioxidants, off ers ultimate 
hydration and max colour payoff .

BOTOX & DYSPORT
These tiny injections take minutes 
to perform, but result in a natural-
looking relaxation of  the muscles 
that cause frowning. Both Botox 
and Dysport can smooth dynamic 
wrinkles, treat excessive sweating or 
facilitate facial slimming. Self-care 
pair it with: Routine Woke Glow 
day oil ($77 at Joyviva.ca), packed 
with good-for-skin ingredients like 
rosehip oil, vitamin C, sea buckthorn 
and frankincense, which is said to 
reduce the appearance of  pores and 
the look of  wrinkles.

DERMAL FILLERS
In the hands of  an experienced 
injector, dermal fi llers look natural 
and beautiful; they’re also among 
8 West’s most-popular treatments. 
Used to treat lines, folds and wrinkles 
on the lower half  of  the face and to 
“plump” the appearance of  cheeks 
or lips, enhance facial contour and 
fi ll facial depressions, fi llers can 
be used solo or with other skin-
rejuvenating treatments like Botox 
or Dysport, as well as laser and skin 
resurfacing. Self-care pair it with: 
ZO Skin Health Growth Factor 
eye serum ($145 at Joyviva.ca), 
designed to improve the appearance 
of  expression lines, creasing and 
hollowness while plumping and 
encouraging healthy skin.

SCLEROTHERAPY INJECTIONS
Used to treat spider veins, 
sclerotherapy involves an injection of  
a solution (generally a salt solution) 
directly into the vein. The solution 
irritates the lining of  the blood 
vessel, causing it to collapse and stick 
together. Over time, the vessel turns 
into scar tissue that fades from view. 
It’s particularly important to have this 
treatment done by a vein specialist 
with vast experience. Self-care pair 
it with: Image Skincare Body Spa 
CELL.U.LIFT fi rming body creme 
($150 at Joyviva.ca), formulated to 
fi rm and tone the body, hydrate and 
improve skin quality and to reduce 
post-operative swelling. 

IV THERAPY
Whether you’re seeking support for 
skin, performance and recovery, an 
immune boost (key these days) or 
just general health maintenance, IV 
therapy can quickly and effi  ciently 
deliver nutrients like NAD or vitamin 
C to your body to allow for effi  cient 
healing from within, all in as little 
as 20 minutes. Self-care pair it 
with: Goli apple cider vinegar 
gummies ($30 at Joyviva.ca), rich in 
antioxidants, fi bre and vitamin C.
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“I’m a bit of  a skin-care junkie 
and, since the winter is so tough on 
my skin, I really like to step up my 

routine during these cooler months. 
The Glow Recipe Watermelon + 
AHA Glow sleeping mask ($59 at 
Sephora) is great on my super-
sensitive skin and keeps it feeling 
moisturized and fresh. If  there’s 
someone special in your life who 

loves skin care, they will adore this!” 
1045 Robson St., 604-681-9704. 

Sephora.com

INFLUENCER PICK

Bree Aylwin
@THEURBANUMBRELLA


READ MORE!
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SWEETEST 
Things

O U R  T E A M ’ S  T O P 

V A L E N T I N E ’ S  D A Y  G I F T  P I C K S

Wear your love year-round (and 
round your neck!) with this 

heart pendant by Michael Hill
($549), featuring 0.25-carat 
total weight of  diamonds 
set in 10-karat white gold. 

Michaelhill.ca

Dior does Valentine’s 
Day right with two 

special-edition lipsticks in 
satin-fi nish shades ($48 
each) adorned with a 

burst of  hearts. 
Dior.com 

OPI’s Hollywood 
collection includes a 
range of  Valentine-
worthy shades, 
from a bubblegum 
pink to a ravishing 
rose to a luminous 
fuchsia and, of  
course, a motion 
picture-perfect red 
(from $13 each). 
Opi.com

Get head-to-toe hued with 
Reebok’s Cardi Coated 

Club C Double shoe ($110) 
in a new sure-to-sell-out-

soon colourway called 
Dynamic Pink. Reebok.ca

The name says it all: Benefi t’s Love Tint ($24 at 
Shoppers Drug Mart) is a fi ery-red lip and cheek 
stain that leaves a passionate fl ush. The doe-foot 
applicator glides right on for a gorgeous look in 
seconds. Apply the smudge-proof, non-drying formula 
on lips and cheeks for kiss-proof, mask-proof, long-
lasting and vibrant colour. 2888 Granville St.,
604-738-3107. Shop.shoppersdrugmart.ca

Vancouver-designed Fable
dinnerware’s blush pink line 
of  one-of-a-kind pieces are 
the perfect Valentine’s Day 
treat—think breakfast in 
bed or a romantic date night 
at home. Fablehome.co

The 28 Colours table lamp by 
Bocci ($768 at Livingspace) results 

from an innovative fabrication 
process that manipulates both the 
temperature and the direction of  

air fl ow into blown glass. The result: 
a slightly distorted sphere with an 

interior landscape of  satellite shapes 
(we love it in this opaque pink hue). 
1706 W. 1st Ave., 604-683-1116. 

Livingspace.com

We’re sure you’ll agree: rings 
in platinum with coloured 
gemstones and diamonds 

from Tiff any & Co. are the 
ultimate love gesture.

723 Burrard St., 604-630-
1300. Tiff any.ca

“There’s nothing better than 
being in the fl icker of  candlelight, 
especially when it smells and looks 

as good as the dark berries scent 
($56) from Poetry of  the Gods. 

Made with a custom coconut 
wax that burns so smoothly, the 

delightful blend of  wild rose 
and black current transports 

me to warmer seasons. These 
candles are the perfect gift for 

yourself  or someone you love.” 
Poetryofthegods.com 
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The grey days of  winter don’t feel 
quite so bleak when accompanied by 
a sleek sidekick like this small Dior
Caro bag ($4,800). The design, which 
is crafted in the French fashion house’s 
Italian ateliers, employs the iconic 
Cannage pattern on its exterior for 
an unmistakable Dior appeal. The 
geometric weave is said to require 
18,000 stitches in the quilting stage 
alone, but what makes this particular 
silhouette so alluring is the combination 
of  the Cannage weaving with touches 
of  metal, including the CD signature. 
In two sizes (small, as mentioned, 
and also large), the Caro fl ap bag is 
available in various hues of  calfskin 
(also a favourite is the mint green) along 
with limited off erings in shearling and 
denim, including a raw iteration and the 
season’s covetable Tie & Dior motif. Few 
will be surprised to hear the phrase “it 
bag” already being tossed around when 
discussing the design. 900 W. Georgia 
St., 604-891-1810. Dior.com

February’s It Bag       
BY ALEESHA HARRIS 

@
VICKIDUONG

“Blush is back in a big way and 
I am tickled pink. Whether 

looking for a soft natural fl ush or 
highly pigmented cheekbones, 
cream blushes are my fave way 

to add warmth. My current 
go-to: the newest melting cream 

blush ($27 at Sephora) from 
Selena Gomez’ Rare Beauty

line. This shifting formula 
applies like a cream but reads 
like a soft-touch liquid. The 

intensity is buildable, making it 
ideal for any look you’re trying 
to achieve.” 1045 Robson St., 
604-681-9704. Sephora.com

Dyson’s special red edition 
of  the iconic Supersonic hair 
dryer comes with a unique 

red presentation case ($500). 
Featuring intelligent heat control 

to help maintain the natural 
shine of  hair, it’s the perfect gift 
for anyone looking to achieve 
a salon style at home. 701 W. 

Georgia St. Unit D006A, 604-
670-1135. Dysoncanada.ca

@ALEESH
A

_H

For future travel plans, the 
Kosan Go travel dress (from 
$160) is the only piece you’ll 
want to pack. With four hidden 
pockets and two diff erent skirt 
lengths, this comfortable and 
convertible (and designed-in-
Canada) frock is ready and 
waiting for your post-pandemic 
adventure. Kosantravel.com

READ MORE!
Vitadaily.ca

Not your run-of-the-mill 
hair tie, this velvet bow 

scrunchie in dusty rose ($30) 
sourced by ai—a Toronto-

based, family-run brand that 
carefully curates sustainable-

luxury pieces made by 
artisans in Seoul, South 

Korea. Aitorontoseoul.ca

Never has a more perfect 
Valentine’s Day shoe existed. 
By Jimmy Choo, these 
pointed Love 100 pumps 
($449 at Holt Renfrew) are 
crafted in contrasting panels 
of  satin. 737 Dunsmuir 
St., 604-681-3121. 
Holtrenfrew.com

@STYLECALLING

“The Aritzia Super Puff  
has certainly become a 
winter wardrobe staple, 
and it’s trademarked. too. 
This puff er-style jacket is 
super warm, super chic and 
available in many lengths—
not to mention, a spectrum 
of  shades of  pink, from light 
pink to rose cloud pink to 
this new dusty coral number 
in corduroy ($275). Perfect 
to wear on a romantic stroll 
round your neighbourhood 
this Valentine’s day.” 1100 
Robson St., 604-684-3251. 
Aritzia.com

Now available in Canada, 
Aussie lingerie label Sevigne

makes perfect-for-gifting 
matching sets—like this lacy 

Esmee pairing ($78), crafted for 
comfort and natural support 
in the softest of  tulle pink. 

Sevigne.com.au

especially when it smells and looks Robson St., 604-684-3251. 

@
MADISONANDSUCH

“My sweet pick this month comes 
from Calgary’s Gogo Sweaters—

cute and cosy knits made by 
Canuck gals. The Heart Pullover 

($495), in bubblegum pink or 
fi ery red, boasts a short body that 
works well with mid-to-high-rise 
pants, is great for layering and is 
handmade in Canada with soft, 
luxurious Italian-spun wool.” 

Gogosweaters.com
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’s Hollywood 
collection includes a 
range of  Valentine-
worthy shades, 
from a bubblegum 
pink to a ravishing 
rose to a luminous 
fuchsia and, of  
course, a motion 
picture-perfect red 
(from $13 each). 
Opi.com

By Toronto-based artist Rachel 
Joanis, this limited-edition 
piece, entitled Social Women

(from $75 at Mrkt Gallery), 
is a work to be cherished. 

Mrktgallery.com

Here’s a steamy gift idea. 
L’Oréal Professionnel’s 

Steampod 3.0 ($350 at 
Chatters) uses a combo of  
heat and steam to straighten 
hair twice faster and with 78 
per cent less damage than a 

traditional fl at iron. 2002 Park 
Royal South #912, West 

Vancouver, 778-279-7780. 
Chatters.ca
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THE HISTORY OF WHOO
The wait is fi nally over: the history of  Whoo, whose famed beauty formulations 
draw from secret recipes used by empresses, has opened its fi rst Canadian fl agship 
store in Canada in CF Richmond Centre. The 475-foot space welcomes clients 
with dramatic décor that embodies Korea’s royal heritage, including glistening 
marble fl oors, gold-plated fi xtures, a trio of  large LED screens projecting looped 
videos showcasing each brand story and a custom-crafted chandelier. On off er are 
the brand’s best-selling skin-care lines like Bichup and Hwanyu, alongside its 
luxury sister brands O HUI and Su:m37. Still new to the K-beauty trend? Highly 
trained consultants off er personalized sessions with customized recommendations 
that are, well, fi t for a queen. 6551 Number 3 Rd., Richmond, 236-454-6396. 
Thehistoryofwhoo.ca LOUISA CHAN

OKOKO
Vancouver-born-and-based beauty brand 
Okoko Cosmétiques has moved from 
a strictly online presence to a physical 
shopping experience with the opening of  
its fi rst retail space, making its much-
coveted luxe, green skin-care line available 
to bricks-and-mortar shoppers. The 
fl agship store, in Gastown, houses an 
artisan lab where products are lovingly 
made by hand alongside a boutique for all 
things self-care. Sip tea while you receive 
a personalized consult from Okoko’s team 
of  experienced beauty formulators, or 
simply connect with other people who 
share a love of  beauty and wellness. Says 
Okoko founder Oyéta Kokoroko, “My 
vision for the atelier is for it to become 
a hub for learning and de-stressing, 
where my team will off er workshops, 
consultations on wellness topics such as 
holistic nutrition, creating skin care, DIY 
beauty and much more. I think it was 
critical for us to be a part of  the brick-
and-mortar business model in addition 
to our robust e-commerce strategy, but 
I wanted to add layers to the traditional 
retail concept.” 162 Powell St., 604-423-
6000. Okokocosmetiques.com 
NOA NICHOL

FOOT LOCKER
Sneaker lovers, rejoice! There’s a new 
Foot Locker on Robson and it’s the fi rst 
of  its kind in Canada. The Community 
Power Store, featuring custom artwork by 
local artists Tierney Milne and KC Hall, 
occupies a massive 5,000 square-foot, 
three-storey space, carries an assortment 
of  Nike, Jordan and Adidas product in 
men’s, women’s and kids’ styles and has 
a second-fl oor activation space for events 
(pending pandemic restrictions). Shop 
Foot Locker’s exclusive COLLABORAID 
range—a give-back initiative that brings 
together more than a dozen notable 
creatives with a shared mission of  aiding 
in the recovery from COVID-19 through 
sneaker culture—as well as Beyoncé-
cofounded activewear brand Ivy Park. 
We love that, in support of  Vancouver 
and the surrounding communities, Foot 
Locker has committed to hiring local 
residents who are naturally connected 
to sneaker and youth culture, have 
diverse backgrounds and can speak 
multiple languages, such as Cantonese, 
Mandarin, Korean, Spanish, Punjabi and 
Vietnamese. Let’s kick it! 1067 Robson 
St., 604-681-0728. Stores.footlocker.ca
NOA NICHOL
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 Fashion Goes Faux
A N I M A L - F R E E  A L T E R N A T I V E S  A R E  T H E  N E W  L E A D E R S  O F  L U X U R Y

B Y  J E A N I N E  G O R D O N 

Fashion is all about change, with 
no end to emerging trends. Amidst 
the au courant, a slow-but-steady 
shift is gaining momentum—faux 
fur and vegan leather are becoming 
increasingly chic and more luxe 
than ever. Stella McCartney has 
never used real fur, and other luxury 
brands are following suit.
    Prada, Versace and Gucci are 
just a few of  the big names that have 
stopped using real-fur products. 
High-end e-tailers and retailers like 
Net-a-Porter and Nordstrom have 
committed to cease selling real-fur 
pieces by the end of  2021. Since 
2018, the British Fashion Council 
has banned the use of  fur in every 
collection shown at London Fashion 
Week. Even the Queen of  England 
has announced that she will no 
longer buy real fur.
    Indeed, animal-free materials are 
the backbone of  a rising number of  
luxury brands. From home décor to 
accessories and apparel, the fashion 
industry is making it clear that faux 
is the new way to go.
    Canadian size-inclusive fashion 
designer Hilary MacMillan phased 
out real fur in 2016 and, as of  2019, 
is a completely vegan brand. “It 
started out as a personal decision, 
and because my brand is very much 
a refl ection of  my values, I wanted 
to bring those values to the clothes I 
make,” she says.

F

Evelyne Prélonge, via her 
eponymous luxe French home-textile 
brand, is similarly committed to the 
exclusive use of  faux: “From the 
beginning our goal was to promote a 
luxury alternative to real fur. We want 
to show that faux-fur pieces are not 
necessarily cheap, and we could have 
a high-end solution to real furs.”
    Montreal-based jeane & jax 
recently debuted a chic leather 
alternative—a moto-style jacket 
made entirely from repurposed 
materials from the automotive 
industry. “When I founded jeane 
& jax it was with the desire to shift 
the future of  fashion by showing 
consumers that they can be mindful 
about the planet and environment 
without sacrifi cing luxury, 
craftsmanship or style,” says CEO 
Silvia Gallo. “We want to empower 
consumers by giving them an 
alternative to animal leather.”
    It helps that change is chic, and 
that creating vegan pieces meets the 
shifting attitudes of  consumers. Gallo 
says, “When [we] launched in 2014 
consumers were reluctant to buy 
vegan handbags because there was 
a longstanding misconception that 
animal leather meant higher quality. 
Since then, however, there’s been a 
big shift.”
    Prélonge also recognizes a change 
in consumers’ mindsets. “When we 
started the company in 2008 the 
word ‘fake’ made it sound cheap, 
and no one wanted to buy a fake 
product. When we started using the 
word ‘faux,’ it corresponded to the 
evolution in mentality. Faux fur is not 
a cheap alternative for someone who 
cannot buy a real fur, but a conscious 
choice,” she says. 
    MacMillan, too, sees a gaining 
momentum, saying, “As consumers 
demand alternatives to fur, we’ll 
start to see the industry change 
more and more.” 

    Even the labels for the materials 
used in place of  real fur have, of  
necessity, evolved. After all, terms 
like “pleather” and “fun fur” can 
be synonymous with cheap and 
tacky—a far cry from today’s 
luxurious animal-free offerings. 
Soft, plush, smooth and supple is 
more like it.
    “The quality and hand of  faux fur 
just keeps getting softer and softer,” 
MacMillan says, adding that it takes 
eff ort on the part of  designers, but 
the results are worthwhile. “We test 
everything here in studio and seek 
out the highest-quality faux furs.” 
    Gallo also goes the extra mile to 
ensure her pieces remain upscale: 
“With fashion innovation and 
advancements in technology, we’ve 
been able to source the highest-
quality vegan-leather materials ever 
made in the history of  fashion. It’s 
the care in creating the pieces—
the details, styling, trims and 
craftmanship.”
    Prélonge’s faux-fur throws 
and cushions make lavish home 
accessories. She says, “The fi rst 
important criteria is the touch. Then 
the focus should be on fi nishing. 
Each step in the manufacturing 
process has handmade handling, 
from cutting to fi nishing. We work 
with faux-fur material with particular 
care to every detail.”
    As to the future of  faux? Gallo 
sees animal-free fashion going far: 
“We are excited to see material 
suppliers off ering more sustainable 
and higher-quality options. It allows 
us to keep innovating and breaking 
barriers in the fashion industry.” 
    High-fashion and animal-free 
products are no longer mutually 
exclusive. In fact, as designers and 
discerning consumers continue to 
embrace faux fur and leather, vegan 
materials are becoming fashion’s 
most sought-after style choice. 

Faux fur and 
vegan leather are 
becoming 
increasingly chic, 
and more luxe 
than ever.

Real, But 
Make it 

Sustainable

Not all real-leather pieces 
need to be cast in a cruel light. 
Vancouver style-authority-
turned-entrepreneur Aleesha 
Harris has launched a brand 
that embraces real leather, 
in the form of  scraps and 
deadstock materials. Ride 
Paper Co. creates décor items 
inspired by Harris’ equestrian 
background, including chic 
throw cushions made from 
leather pieces that would 
typically be cast aside. 
    “I was really drawn to the 
idea of  fi nding pieces that 
were perhaps unwanted or 
unusable for larger projects, 
but were just right for mine,” 
she says. “For me, it’s about 
using a material that I love 
to create something that I 
hope will have a presence in 
someone’s home for years to 
come.” @shopridepaperco

Luxe 
Leather-less 
Leggings

Once reserved for the avant-garde, faux-
leather leggings are now a wardrobe 
staple. Dress them up for night with 
heels and a silk cami, or rock them 
all weekend with your comfy basics. 
There’s no wrong way to style vegan-
leather leggings, and we’ve rounded up 
the hottest pairs to pick from:

Shapewear brand Spanx has hit a 
home run with its faux-leather leggings 
($128 at Nordstrom). The wide 
waistband and gentle compression 
material make these worthy of  repeat-
wearing. Nordstrom.ca

Pleather leggings ($95) from 
Edmonton label Emmydeveaux
use a stretch fabric and liner to 
yield the perfect fi t, from XS to XL. 
Emmydeveaux.shop

Need a break from black? The 
Wilfred Free Daria ankle pant ($138 
at Aritzia) in vegan leather looks 
fresh in patina brown—the perfect 
caramel to compliment everything in 
your closet. Aritzia.com

The Radiance legging by Daub 
+ Design ($124) is a high-gloss 
liquid pant great for both studio and 
everyday wear that’s got a high waist 
and, best, is made in Vancouver. 
Daubanddesign.com

High-waisted, 
ankle slits and 
pockets? Mother’s 
Vamp faux-leather 
leggings ($300 at 
Holt Renfrew) 
check all the boxes. 
Holtrenfrew.com
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DETAILS BY MR. K
A new retailer on South Granville Street 
brings the world home to Vancouver. 
Based on the idea that an interior of  
neutral hues can be the perfect backdrop 
to showcase home accessories with 
personality, Details by Mr. K carries 
an unexpected-yet-thoughtful selection 
of  products from around the globe. 
From whimsical “tiger rugs” to one-of-a-
kind Italian cushions, hued glassware to 
Balinese woodworks, joyful Air France
prints to oversized coff ee-table books, 
the shop is bursting with colours and 
textures that can transform a house into 
a unique living space. Welcome home! 
2717 Granville St., 604-806-0510. 
Detailsbymrk.com NOA NICHOL

SUETABLES
Here’s a shop that gives new meaning 
to unique gifting. Suetables, founded 
in Toronto (and made famous, in part, 
by Meghan Markle), has opened its fi rst 
Vancouver boutique on stunning South 
Granville. Its glittering wares include an 
array of  pretty pendants, varied in size 
and shape, that can be hand-stamped, 
right in store, with letters and symbols 
to create extra-special meaning for the 
wearer. With new stock arriving weekly, 
you can also choose from bracelets, 
earrings, rings and more, plus a selection 
of  clothing, candles and cards, all with 
a focus on soulful, local and female-led 
brands. 2715 Granville St., 604-732-
0672. Suetables.com NOA NICHOL
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POP-IN@NORDSTROM SELF LOVE
This year, we’re not waiting for Valentine’s Day to get some love and attention—
nor are we relying on anyone else to give it to us. In the midst of  a pandemic 
where isolation and stress are legit concerns, now, more than ever, is the time for 
some self-love. Luckily, Nordstrom is on the same page, and its new Pop-In Self  
Love limited-run boutique (in store and online until March 14th) is the destination 
to fi nd all the goodies you need to pamper yourself  in style. Even better is the 
selection of  sustainable fabrics and size-inclusive styles. Among our top picks from 
the pop-in: Buff  Experts’ carrot and calendula intimate salve ($23) with soothing 
ingredients like cold-pressed carrot seed, olive and sea buckthorn for the perfect 
amount of  moisture for intimate activities; the Coucou Lola mesh wrap from Only 
Hearts ($130) that leaves little to the imagination (precisely what we want when 
the mood strikes); Maude’s Burn No. 1 massage candle ($34) that fi lls any room 
with notes of  amber, cedar leaf, clove, lemongrass, medjool date and tonka bean 
before turning into a silky massage oil; and Thunders Love recycled cotton socks 
($34), guaranteed to take your next Netfl ix night to the next level of  cosy care. 799 
Robson St., 604-699-2100. Nordstrom.ca JEANINE GORDON

PELOTON
With so many of  us stuck at home, sales of  
exercise equipment have skyrocketed. But 
it can still be hard to purchase the right 
piece online. Peloton’s IRL showrooms—
including the latest Vancouver location 
on West 4th—have solved this problem. 
Clean, bright and spacious, every 
precaution is in place to ensure safe 
shopping. The famed interactive bikes and 
treadmills are there, and you can book a 
visit to gain the 411 from a pro sales rep. 
Once pandemic protocols lift, the space has 
private “try before you buy” rooms ready 
to go, wherein you’ll be able to do actual 
classes to get an idea of  what your fi tness at 
home will feel like. 2123 W. 4th Ave., 604-
229-2921. Onepeloton.ca NOA NICHOL

Faux Pause While consumer intent to go fur and leather free is, for the most part, good, there are some problems with 
the fake stuff . Randa Salloum, co-founder of  former sustainable apparel event Archive, who very recently 
launched a new initiative called Collective Will, selling high-quality and covetable secondhand clothing 
and accessories at shopcollectivewill.com, fi lls us in on some “faux pas” to watch for. NOA NICHOL

LEATHER
Not all vegan leathers are created 
equal. Some are made from plastic, 
others from plant-based materials. 
We need to focus on the latter for a 
sustainable future, as those made from 
chemicals, particularly polyurethane, 
are harmful for multiple reasons.
    “Polyurethane is actually a 
respiratory toxin but, in product 
form, it’s not harmful to humans,” 
Salloum says. “Before it’s turned 
into a bag, however, the workers 
have most likely been placed in 
toxic environments to create it. 
For consumers, if  you sit out in the 
sun or heat with your pleather or 
vegan leather goods, it does have 
a chance of  melting or breaking 
down over time.” Plus, she adds, like 
many other plastics, “it won’t last 
as long as real leather as a product, 
but will for the environment. It will 
take longer to break down than 

an animal skin, and uses more water, 
energy and chemicals to process.
    “We need to look at the entire life 
of  a product,” she explains. “If  vegan 
leather that’s not made from plant-based 
materials will not last as long, is toxic to 
create and has a lower resale value, then 
it’s the least sustainable option. If  it is 
made of  high-quality materials, breaks 
down faster if  tossed into the landfi ll, 
has a higher resale value, then it’s the 
way to go.”
    Not sure about what leather to 
purchase? If  a company is selling a 
vegan leather, research! What is it 
made of ? Where was it made? How do 
you pronounce this material and what 
does it mean? “We really can’t let the 
brands do the research for us because 
their main goal is to make items at a 
low cost,” says Salloum. “You cannot 
say you won’t purchase fast fashion and 
then purchase a vegan leather without 
doing the research into what it’s made 

from.” Still not sure? she suggests going 
the secondhand route: “Regardless of  
what it is made of, you aren’t increasing 
production of  new products.”
    The good news for the fake stuff ? 
“There are many types of  plant-based 
leathers—cork, rubber, mushroom, 
grape, apple, pineapple—and lab-
grown leather. These may be more 
expensive to produce because they are 
not as common but, as the demand and 
production increases, prices can lower,” 
she says, adding, “Stella McCartney
uses a vegan leather called alter-nappa,” 
which, while not wholly plastic free, is 
still a better alternative to pure PVC or 
polyurethane as it’s made from polyester 
and polyurethane, which reduces the 
petroleum footprint of  the material.

FUR
While Salloum admits she’s not the most 
knowledgeable on the subject of  fur, from 
her understanding the outcry largely 

lies around animals being slaughtered 
purely for their pelts. According to 
PETA, “There is nothing ‘natural’ about 
clothing made from animal skin or fur.” 
However, from a historical perspective, 
that’s how clothing has long been made. 
As such, not being OK with fur could be 
a catch-22, sustainably speaking.
    “For many, if  you are against it 
because of  animal rights then you also 
won’t wear wool or silk, leaving you to 
choose mainly synthetic [read: poor for 
the planet] fi bres,” says Salloum. “Again, 
I always say if  you’re going to buy fur, 
buy it resale or vintage.”
    At the end of  the day, she adds, we 
each have a diff erent perspective on 
right and wrong and why we make our 
choices. “Some make it for animal rights, 
some make it for environmental reasons. 
A lot of  time it’s contradictory, or 
complicated, so we do need to question 
our choices—because the brands aren’t 
going to do it for us.”
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WISH DRY BAR
We all know blow-dry bars, but this one manages to take hair (care) to the next level. Wish Dry Bar in West Van is luxe, luxe, luxe, 
from the concierge who greets you at the front door (water or espresso?) to the cushy armchairs that serve to elevate your shampoo-
and-condition experience. Boasting ocean-front views and an elegant interior punctuated with local art by Gabryel Harrison, Wish’s 
menu includes blowouts, hair treatments and styling, plus makeup and bridal services (you can even book in for a private event). Bonus: 
early opening hours (from 7 a.m.) mean you have plenty of  time to get glam for that fi rst Zoom of  the day. 1459 Bellevue Ave., West 
Vancouver, 604-281-1335. Wishdrybar.com NOA NICHOL
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Shabby Rabbit Clothing

2254 West 4th Avenue, Vancouver
2225 Oak Bay Avenue, Victoria

SHABBYRABBITCLOTHING.COM

We’ve got your favourites from
Magnolia Pearl, 

By Basics, Frockk, April Cornell, and more!
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I S  W I T H  A  S P R I T Z  O R  T W O  O F  L U X U R Y  F R A G R A N C E

B Y  A I L E E N  L A L O R 

Fair to say that life has been 
somewhat short on glamour, mystery 
and spontaneity of  late. Some 
people are solving that problem 
in a surprising way: with perfume. 
In fact, sales of  fragrance have 
increased 30 per cent in the past 
year, according to The 7 Virtues
founder Barb Stegemann, despite 
the fact that we can no longer try 
before we buy in stores. She thinks 
there are a few reasons behind that. 
“In Canada specifi cally, where 40 per 
cent of  workplaces are scent free, I 
think it’s tremendously exciting for 
people to wear scent again when they 
work virtually,” she says. “People 
want aromatherapy, they want to 
feel good, and scent is one of  the 
most powerful ways to boost a mood, 
enhance creativity and feel grounded 
during change.”
    There’s also the fact that, for those 
of  us who work from home, our usual 
transitions are broken—there’s no 
more commute to get in a work frame 
of  mind. Scent can off er that sense 
of  being transported, whether it’s a 
diff user full of  peppermint or a spritz of  
Chanel. “It can act as a time machine, 
transport you to another place and 
boost your mood immediately. Applying 
a fragrance or perfume also takes us 
back to pre-pandemic times; social 
and celebratory times,” says Carey 
Melnichuk, owner of  Vancouver luxury 
store Secret Location. And while we 
used to think fragrances were worn to 
impress, seduce or please others, that’s 
not the case anymore. “They are being 
purchased more so as an accessory, 
and as a way for individuals to express 
themselves—regardless if  another may 
be near to take in the scent or not,” 
Melnichuk notes. 

“We all need a big 
hug. So scents that 
bring the comfort 
of a best friend will 
be popular”

    What kind of  fragrances will we 
be opting for this spring and how is 
2021 diff erent to a usual year (aside 
from the obvious)? Stegemann and 
Melnichuk agree that clean and 
ethical products will continue to be 
popular. Melnichuk also sees a lot 
of  promise in fragrance oils such as 
those from UMA, which promise 
wellness benefi ts.
    As to specifi c notes, Stegemann 
says, “February and March will be 
the darkest before the dawn as we all 
get vaccinated a few months later. 
The winter blahs will be tougher this 
year than past years for many. You 
would usually see bright spring scents 
during this period, but I believe 
you will see darker, warmer ones 
to refl ect our overall mood. We all 
need a big hug. So scents that bring 
the comfort of  a best friend will be 
popular. I see notes like sandalwood, 
vanilla and coconut being immensely 
popular, refl ecting our need for 
warmth and comfort.”
    Melnichuk predicts layering up 
products from brands like Sana 
Jardin as a trend to watch as people 
want to create their own unique 
juice. And for the ultimate luxury 
experience, Guerlain will create a 
bespoke perfume for you. Sit down 
for a talk with the brand’s perfumer, 
Thierry Wasser, who will develop 
your own personal scent. Three 
months later, you’ll get 1.7 litres 
of  the juice in 24 beautiful bottles 
of  varying sizes, all for the luxury 
sum of  about $69,000. Sounds a 
bit steep? Here are other options to 
freshen up your February (bonus: any 
one of  these would make a lovely 
Valentine’s Day gift).

1 You guessed it: the prevailing note 
of  this oriental-woody fragrance, 
dubbed Sandalwood Temple Eau 
de Parfum No. 4 ($195 at Secret 
Location), is sandalwood, which 
is often burned near temples as a 
way of  cleansing the spirit. Maker 
Sana Jardin has also added warm 
and comforting vanilla, Moroccan 
neroli and Haitian vetiver oil to this 
scent, which is free from phthalates, 
artifi cial colour, parabens and 
formaldehydes. The luxury brand 
also works with female harvesters to 
sell on the fl oral waste from perfume 
making, thus improving women’s 
economic status. 1 Water St., 604-
685-0090. Secretlocation.ca

2 Summer holidays may be off  the 
cards this year, but we can still be 
transported. Atelier Cologne
Lemon Island Pure Perfume ($185 
at Sephora) is more complex than 
a traditional citrus scent thanks to 
the use of  lemon from Rodrigues, an 
Indian Ocean island, combined with 
jasmine and Madagascan vanilla. 
The combination reminds us of  
sunshine-drenched beach holidays, 
and ingredients are ethically sourced 
and 92 per cent of  natural origin. 
1045 Robson St., 604-681-9704. 
Sephora.ca

3 If  February days are grey, transport 
yourself  to an English wood via Jo 
Malone Wild Bluebell Cologne 
($186 at Sephora). As well as 
bluebells, this has lily of  the valley 
and a touch of  persimmon. Fresh 
and pretty, you can also layer it 
with other scents to create a unique, 
complex blend. 1045 Robson St., 
604-681-9704. Sephora.ca

4 Nothing could be fresher or 
more evocative of  spring and new 
beginnings than mint and citrus. 
Valmont Palazzo Nobile Fizzy 
Mint ($240 at Holt Renfrew) has 
a subtle peppery dimension and 
verbena to add depth and elegance. 
737 Dunsmuir St., 604-681-3121. 
Holtrenfrew.com

Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel was 
a believer in astrology, and 
considered the lion—the animal of  
her star sign—to be a symbol of  
luck, bravery and independence. Le 
Lion De Chanel ($440)—the latest 
fragrance in the Les Exclusifs de 
Chanel luxe range—is a dynamic 
blend of  citrus, with leather and 
vanilla for warmth, and santal for 
creaminess. Chanel.ca

Vancouverites know spring has sprung 
when the streets are strewn with 
pink blossoms. This luxurious EDP, 
Guerlain Cherry Blossom Millésime 
2021 ($750), is an artist’s impression 
of  sakura scent (since it’s not possible 
to extract the real deal) and is created 
with almond, cherry, lilac, jasmine and 
green tea. Limited edition, it comes in 
the brand’s famous bee bottle, adorned 
with paper fl owers. Guerlain.ca

Dior Miss Dior Bobby ($585 
exclusively at Holt Renfrew) off ers 
a touch of  whimsy from the French 
brand in the shape of  Bobby, who in 
Dior lore is the dog belonging to Miss 
Dior and fi rst appeared as a collectible 
glass curiosity in the 1950s. Later, 
several suits and a bag were named 
after him. Now, he’s available as a 
limited-edition bottle housing Miss 
Dior Blooming Bouquet (spring rose 
and peony). Instead of  a collar, he 
wears an embroidered bow, designed 
by the Dior Couture Atelier team. 
737 Dunsmuir St., 604-681-3121. 
Holtrenfrew.com

The 7 Virtues’ Blackberry Lily is one 
of  the Canadian brand’s best-loved 
fragrances, and it now comes as a clean 
perfume oil ($89 at Sephora). In the 
mix: jammy blackberry and cassis, rose, 
magnolia, lily of  the valley and organic 
fair-trade vetiver. The latter comes from 
Haiti, and sourcing it from farmers 
there allows them to help rebuild 
communities ravaged by hurricanes 
and climate change. The oil comes in a 
roller topped with an amethyst, which 
the brand says is linked to the third-eye 
chakra, associated with intuition and 
healing. 1045 Robson St., 604-681-
9704. Sephora.ca

F

Roses for Him

Roses are typically thought of  
as feminine, but their smell 
is complex, with layers of  
citrus, green notes and pepper. 
The key to a masculine rose 
fragrance is to emphasize 
those elements and temper 
the sweetness. Enter Maison 
Francis Kurkdjian L’Homme 
À la Rose Eau de Parfum ($290 
at Holt Renfrew). Bulgarian 
Damask rose is mixed with 
grapefruit for freshness and 
enhanced with woody amber 
notes. We could give it to him 
for Valentine’s, but might keep 
it ourselves. 737 Dunsmuir St., 
604-681-3121. Holtrenfrew.com

Time Machine in 
a Bottle
B Y  N O A  N I C H O L 

Our signature scent in our 20s? Angel, of  course. And, now 
that a new Mugler fragrance has hit beauty counters, we 
plan to revisit our perfumed youth. Angel Nova shines a 
new light on the iconic fragrance via a fruity fl oral EDP 
created from the fusion of  raspberry and lychee notes, 
Damask rose made from upcycling technology (a double 
extraction combining classic distillation and biotechnology; 
a fi rst in perfumery, the process reuses the already distilled 
rose petals and saves them from early destruction) and 
powerful, modern wood. While we may not want an 
olfactory reminder of  2020 in future, further back than that 
is fair fragrance game. Mugler.ca

Your Lifestyle Supplement.
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Décolletage Darlings
W H Y  Y O U R  N E C K  N E E D S  A  C R E A M  A L L  I T S  O W N

B Y  A I L E E N  L A L O R 

We’re suspicious of  neck creams: 
surely skin is skin, and these are just 
a way to get us to buy yet another 
product for our already overloaded 
dressers? Au contraire, says Chloe 
Smith, national education and 
scientifi c communications manager 
for SkinCeuticals Canada.
    “Neck skin has a diff erent 
anatomical structure than facial 
skin, and these diff erences need 
diff erent types of  treatments and 
products to respect the area safely 
and eff ectively,” she says. “The neck 
has greater elasticity and slower cell 
turnover, which means most of  us 
will notice the neck area aging a little 
bit faster than the face. The neck 
also has lower lipids and the skin 
is thinner, which means it is more 
prone to dryness and sensitivities.” 
On top of  that, there’s “tech neck”—
horizontal lines caused by constantly 
looking down into our devices. 
    OK, we’re convinced. So where 
does the neck begin and end? 
Where do we stop our regular facial 
moisturizer, and where do we begin 
the body lotion? Smith says the neck 
goes from jawline to collarbone, 
or you can use neck cream right 
down to the décolletage if  you 
want. There’s a special application 
technique, too.
    “It involves strengthening the neck 
muscles to reduce skin sagging, while 
applying your neck cream at the same 
time,” says Smith. “This technique 
is called the ‘baby bird,’ and was 
developed by movement and posture 
coach Dr. Liza Egbogah.” First, tilt 
your head back and look at the ceiling. 
Press your tongue against the roof  of  
your mouth. Hold for between fi ve and 
10 seconds, release, and repeat while 
applying a neck cream.
    Smith says whether you apply 
your neck cream day and night, 
or just once a day, depends on the 
cream itself—SkinCeuticals’ new 
one contains retinol, which should 
be used only once a day, but others 
could be used more frequently. Here, 
seven creams to try now.

Non-greasy yet highly moisturizing 
and made from mostly organic 
ingredients, Dr. Hauschka
Regenerating Neck and Décolleté 
Cream ($101) has macadamia nut 
and argan oils for hydration, and 
antioxidant marshmallow, birch and 
red clover extracts. Drhauschka.ca

A beautifully rose-scented cream, 
RéVive Fermitif  Neck Renewal 
Cream ($198 at Holt Renfrew) 
has ingredients that are supposed to 
encourage the natural production of  
healthy skin cells and thus make the 
skin fi rmer and more elastic. There’s 
also SPF15, so make sure to take the 
cream down to your décolleté—an 
oft-neglected spot so far as sunscreen 
is concerned. 737 Dunsmuir St., 
604-681-3121. Holtrenfrew.com

La Mer Neck and Décolleté 
Concentrate ($360 at Nordstrom) 
contains the brand’s famous Miracle 
Broth, made from kelp hand-
harvested off  Vancouver Island, plus 
a marine ferment that’s supposed 
to strengthen, soften, and reduce 
discolouration, and an antioxidant 
lime tea concentrate. To add to the 
luxury feel, you apply it with a silk 
brush, sweeping upward. Massage it 
in, fi rst with your palms and then in 
circular motions with your fi ngertips. 
799 Robson St., 604-699-2100. 
Nordstrom.ca

Fight horizontal neck lines, crepiness 
and sagging with a combination 
of  peptides (often used for anti-
aging) and retinol (a gold-standard 
ingredients for treating lines and 
wrinkles) in SkinCeuticals’ 
Tripeptide-R Neck Repair ($160). 
This light cream is even able to 
reduce signs of  a condition called 
poikiloderma, which can make 
the sides of  the neck look reddish-
brown. Because of  the retinol it can 
be tough on sensitive skin at fi rst, so 
Smith suggests introducing it to your 
skin-care regimen gradually, every 
other night at fi rst, and monitoring 
your progress. Skinceuticals.ca

W
There are peptides in Valmont’s 
new V-Neck Cream ($385 at Holt 
Renfrew), plus hydrating ingredients, 
and actives that are said to boost 
production of  collagen and elastin 
and make collagen fi bres stronger. 
This supposedly leads to the skin 
becoming tighter, fi rmer and less 
saggy. 737 Dunsmuir St., 604-681-
3121. Holtrenfrew.com

The latest to join the collar crew, 
Dermalogica’s Neck Fit Contour 
Serum ($116) is purported to be 
“your neck’s best personal trainer.” 
Via a unique roll applicator, 
rye seed extract works with an 
exclusive palmitoyl tripeptide-42 
and rambutan extract to deliver 
retinol-like results, visibly smoothing, 
fi rming and toning skin. Bonus: 
download the brand’s Neck Fit 
widget (neckfi tcontour.com) to 
your mobile and up your décolletage 
dexterity. Dermalogica.ca

VITA editor Noa Nichol’s favourite 
product (for neck, at minimum) 
comes from NeoStrata; Triple 
Firming Neck Cream ($98 at 
Shoppers Drug Mart) reduces 
visible signs of  aging on the—you 
guessed it—neck and décolletage, 
for skin that appears fi rmer, lifted 
and more evenly toned. The scent, 
too, is up-lifting. 2888 Granville 
St., 604-738-3107. Shop.
shoppersdrugmart.ca

“Neck skin 
has a different 
anatomical 
structure than 
facial skin, 
and these 
differences need 
different types 
of treatments 
and products 
to respect the 
area safely and 
effectively”

the
BABY BIRD

T O R O N T O - B A S E D 
P O S T U R E  P R O  D R .  L I Z A 

E G B O G A H ’ S  T R I E D -
A N D - T R U E  N E C K -

S T R E N G T H E N I N G — A N D 
S M O O T H I N G — T E C H N I Q U E

ONE
Tilt head back and look 
at the ceiling.

TWO
Press tongue against roof  
of  mouth.

THREE
Hold for fi ve to 10 seconds, 
then release tongue.

FOUR
Press tongue back against 
roof  of  mouth.

FIVE
You should feel the resis-
tance when this technique 
is repeated; the more you 
strengthen these muscles, the 
less prone to sagging they’ll 
be. Drlizaegbogah.com
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Breakfast in Bed
T R E A T  Y O U R  S W E E T I E  W I T H  T H I S 

D U T C H  B A B Y  P A N C A K E  F O R  T W O

B Y  M A T I N A  S O M L A I 

Dutch babies are like a hybrid—or 
a love child—of  a pancake, a crêpe 
and a popover, all in one skillet. 
Sweet or savoury, buttery and 
temptingly top-able, break this baby 
out to delight your Valentine.

3/4 cup whole milk
3/4 cup fl our
1/4 tsp salt
2 tbsp sugar
3 eggs
1 tsp vanilla
2 tbsp butter

Pre-heat oven to 425 F. Whisk all 
ingredients, except for the butter, 
until smooth. Set aside. Heat 2 tbsp 
butter in a 10-inch cast-iron pan over 
medium-high heat. Once bubbling 
and browned (5-7 minutes), give 
batter one more whisk and pour into 
the pan. Immediately transfer pan 
into the oven and let bake for 15-18 
minutes, until puff ed up and golden 
brown. Sift some icing sugar on top 
and serve with fresh berries and fruit 
or drizzled with melted chocolate; or, 
skip the sugar in the batter and go 
savoury by adding a couple dollops 
of  crème fraîche, smoked salmon, 
quick-pickled shallots, arugula and 
chives. Got a vegetarian Valentine? 
Two fried eggs, caramelized onions, 
freshly grated parm, rosemary and 
voila! Thehappyfi g.com
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Magic Carpet
A F T E R  A  Y E A R  T H A T  R E A L L Y  P U L L E D  T H E  R U G  O U T  F R O M  U N D E R  U S ,

N E W  C A R P E T  T R E N D S  C O U L D  H E L P  U S  F E E L  G R O U N D E D  A G A I N 

B Y  S H E R I  R A D F O R D

If  there’s one thing we’ve all done a 
lot over the past 12 months, it’s stay 
at home. A lot. Everyone has felt 
the eff ects of  the pandemic on how 
we work, study, entertain ourselves 
and connect with others. It’s also 
aff ecting how we decorate our houses 
and condos. 
    According to local interior 
designer and stylist Jennifer Scott, 
“Now that we’re spending all this 
time at home, without our travel 
budgets, we’re reinvesting that into 
really enjoying our space.” She 
says that luxurious rugs made from 
silk or a silk blend are especially 
popular these days because of  their 
wonderful texture. “They off er that 
kind of  elevated feel underfoot.” 
In particular, she recommends the 
selection at Pacifi c Rug Gallery.
    Tara Fraser of  East India 
Carpets has noticed similar trends 
during the pandemic. She says, 
“Various textures and warm colours 
are in demand right now. I think 
that creating a beautiful retreat 
amidst all the chaos and uncertainty 
helps people feel optimistic and 
grounded.”
    Interesting textures are just part 
of  the appeal of  a new collection 
launched by The Campaign for 
Wool. This global endeavour, which 
raises awareness about wool’s many 
benefi ts, teamed up with interior 
design expert Sarah Richardson and 
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handmade rug designers Creative 
Matters Inc. to create two rugs 
and one runner out of  100 per 
cent Canadian wool. The results 
look gorgeous and feel amazing 
underfoot—plus wool is renewable 
and biodegradable, and it helps 
to improve air quality by quickly 
absorbing common pollutants. Find 
them online at sykes-ainley.ca.
    Bed Bath & Beyond is another 
place to find rugs that simply feel 
good under your feet. Bare-skin 
rugs, you might even call these fun 
pieces made from fur or faux fur.
    When it comes to colours, Scott 
is seeing a demand for rugs in 
both classic neutrals and “moody” 
neutrals. “We’re talking about the 
rich, woodsy colours, the saturated 
moss greens, the heavier warm 
browns and even the stock blacks 
and charcoals.” She says these 
colours “ground the room and bring 
a sense of  nature into the space.”
    A new rug launching this 
month at Ikea incorporates classic 
neutrals. The lightweight Rödask 
rug has a jacquard-woven pattern, 
and it’s made from a blend of  
sustainable cottons.
    The two Pantone colours 
for 2021—Ultimate Gray and 
Illuminating—are also infl uencing 
and refl ecting colour choices this 
year. Pantone describes Ultimate 
Gray as “emblematic of  solid and 
dependable elements which are 
everlasting and provide a fi rm 
foundation” and Illuminating as 
“a warming yellow shade imbued 
with solar power.” Scott says that 
Illuminating is a muted yellow, which 
bolsters her assertion that 2021 is 
more about “small hints of  colour” 
than anything overly bold or playful. 
The Minotti Dibbets diagonal rug 
at Livingspace neatly epitomizes 
the two Pantone colours.
    Another trend that Scott has 
noticed lately is an increased interest 
in rugs sourced from around the 
globe. “More than ever, we’re 
looking for that sense of  story. 
Since we can’t travel, I’m fi nding a 
lot of  clients are looking for things 
that have an inspiration taken from 
somewhere else in the world.” She 
sums it up as the desire for a “sense 
of  global connection at home.” 
    Scott herself  has always been 
drawn to vintage Moroccan and 
Turkish rugs, so she loves introducing 
her clients to the unexpected joys of  
these hand-woven creations: “You 
get the imperfections that really do 
let you know that those rugs have 
already had a lifetime of  story by the 
time they get to you.”
    EQ3 carries several eye-catching 
pieces from India. The Shrine rug is 
made from Ghazni yarn that’s been 
knotted by hand, while the Shore 
and Tofino rugs are made from wool 
on looms.
    Unique, show-stopping rugs 
are also in demand at East India 
Carpets, especially vibrant and 
contemporary transitional rugs. 
Fraser notes, “These carpets marry 
the beauty of  traditional design 
with the rich, vivid colours of  the 
new world, which, in turn, create a 
stunning art piece in any space.”
    Luxurious textures, rich neutral 
colours, eye-catching patterns—the 
rugs of  2021 may be exactly what you 
need to refresh your home décor. 
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BOBA RUN
Calling all bubble tea lovers: a new 
boba shop in Gastown is serving up a 
collection of  sips containing creative 
(and consciously sourced) ingredients, 
no milk powders (plus oat and almond 
options), house-made organic syrup 
and premium teas and tapioca balls 
sourced directly from Korea, Taiwan 
and Japan. Try specialty drink flavours 
like the oat ‘n’ barley latte, honeycomb 
dalgona latte (based on a retro Korean 
candy), roasted soy latte and sparkling 
honey yu-ja tea, or go for a Jolly Pong 
shake featuring Korean puffed wheat 
breakfast cereal. Boba Run also offers, 
in partnership with Vancouver’s Whisk 
Premium Matcha, an extensive 
matcha series that includes a classic 
matcha latte, dalgona matcha, red bean 
matcha, black sugar matcha latte and a 
Matcha Mud Slush. Most bevvies come 
hot or cold, and can be topped with 
boba, lychee jelly, crystal boba, organic 
chia, honeycomb dalgona and banana 
milk pudding. 102 W. Hastings, 604-
423-5890. Bobarun.co NOA NICHOL

W H E R E  A N D  W H A T  T O  E A T  T H I S  M O N T HNew Noshes
FRYING PAN
Out of  the frying pan and into the 
fire! One of  our fave food trucks, 
Frying Pan, has opened a bricks-
and-mortar in Gastown. Best known 
for its Nashville- and Korean-style 
fried-chicken sandwiches, the new 
dine-in eatery features an expanded 
menu (can we get a yippee?!), with 
aptly named “family feast” combos 
that will fairly feed more than one. 
The sandos, though, are the same: 
perfectly breaded and spiced to 
perfection, fully loaded and perfect 
for sharing on the ’gram. Order any 
of  the hot chicken sandwiches, with 
heat levels from mild-hot to 911, 
or the Double Decker: two whole 
chicken thighs, one seasoned with soy, 
the other with Korean yang nyeom 
sauce, for a mix of  sweet and spicy. 
On the side, opt for the smoked beef  
bulgogi fries, which offer a tasty twist 
on a Korean classic, plus a portion 
big enough to share but tasty enough 
to want to keep all to yourself. Wash 
it all down with a blue, pink or plain 
fresh-squeezed lemonade, guaranteed 
to cool the sizzle. 60 W. Cordova St., 
604-423-5589. Thefryingpan604.
com VICKI DUONG

GOTHAM LUNCH
Your midday meal just got a tasty 
upgrade. Enjoy lunch at famed 
Vancouver steakhouse and bar, 
Gotham, with a side of  sunshine 
streaming through the dining room’s 
soaring windows. From 11:30 a.m. 
weekdays, nosh on (in some cases 
exclusively midday) appetizers like 
Manhattan clam chowder garnished 
with bacon and fresh dill, and candied 
beet salad with organic fior di latte, 
local tomatoes, basil vinaigrette and 
balsamic crema. Follow with classic 
entrees like the New York steak 
sandwich on French loaf  with fries or 
mixed local organic greens, or go for 
a noon booster via a Gotham power 
bowl, packed with sweet potato and 
yam, red rice, navy and kidney beans, 
chickpeas, green onion, zucchini, 
broccoli, grape tomatoes, avocado, 
cilantro and a creamy coconut lime 
dressing. Don’t worry dinner fans, 
cheese toast’s available at lunchtime, 
too. 615 Seymour St., 604-605-8282. 
Gothamsteakhouse.com  
NOA NICHOL

SLIM’S BBQ
Mount Pleasant and, more specifically, 
the old Rumpus Room, is now home 
to some seriously good Austin-style 
barbecue, serving deep-smoked beef  
brisket and twice-fried chicken in a 
revamped space that’s equal parts 
classic ’cue joint and cowboy kitsch. 
Menu highlights include a build-your-
own platter with smoked brisket, pork 
butt, hot links and ribs dished up with 
sides of  buttermilk biscuits, smoked 
brisket beans and serrano-cheese 
spinach. Slim’s BBQ’s mmm-worthy 
menu also features a slate of  delicious 
fried chicken, pulled pork, smoked 
meat and po’ boy sammies along with 
vegetarian options of  chili, burgers 
and mac ‘n’ cheese. The drinks list is 
definitely designed to wet your whistle, 
with thoughtful riffs on classic cocktails 
emphasizing bourbon, whiskey, tequila 
and mezcal (including a brunch 
offering called the Smoky BBQ 
Caesar), as well as a selection of  craft 
beers sourced within a six-block radius 
of  the restaurant. Giddy up! 2301 
Main St., 604-708-0881. Slims-bbq.
com NOA NICHOL

THIERRY
It may play “little sister,”, but Thierry 
Mount Pleasant out-sizes the Alberni 
locale by several thousand square feet. 
Chic and chocolate-y, the new café is 
on brand, boasting the same palm-
wood front doors as the original, plus 
mahogany accents and a signature 
ceiling print throughout the elongated 
space. A glistening “open air” glass 
pastry case, made in France and 
unique to Vancouver, displays offerings 
from chef  Busset’s mouthwatering 
menu, including pastries (the rum-
soaked savarin is a must try), macarons 
(get a seven-pack for $17 and try 
one of  each flavour) and brand-new 
succes—a heavenly concoction of  
hazelnut meringue, dense mousse and 
tempered chocolate—in milk- and 
white-chocolate options. Order a 
spiked (or not) coffee and stay a while, 
or take your goodies (don’t forget your 
Valentine) to go, strolling past the 
kitchen windows to see chef  making 
magic. 265 E. 10th Ave., 604-336-
8689. Thierrychocolates.com 
NOA NICHOL

FIELD & SOCIAL
New to Yaletown, Field & Social’s 
15-seat space is focused on bright, 
natural features, like curved arches and 
pale pastels juxtaposed against wood 
accents—a wholesome environment for 
the nourishing goodness offered. Get all 
F&S’s guest-favourite salads here, plus 
new creations like the Mediterranean, 
Powerhouse or Nourish bowl. 1030 
Mainland St., 604-423-5849. 
Fieldandsocial.com NOA NICHOL
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Cheers to Love
T H I S  Y E A R  W E ’ R E  S I P P I N G  O U R  W A Y  T H R O U G H  V A L E N T I N E ’ S  D A Y

B Y  C A T H E R I N E  D U N W O O D Y 

Happily single, longtime married or 
in an “it’s complicated” relationship? 
Whatever your status, if  this isn’t a 
year to celebrate Cupid’s big day, then 
when is? Raise a glass (safely at home) 
to love for all, and all for love, with 
one of  these sweet sips:

1  JUST RIGHT WHITE
Valentine’s Day lands on a Sunday 
this year, and this crisp, lively white 
is perfectly partnered with those 
omelettes you’re whipping up at 
home for brunch. New Zealand’s 
Cloudy Bay Sauvignon Blanc is $37 
at BC Liquor Stores (BCLS). 

2  SPLURGY CHAMPAGNE
The real deal comes only from 
the Champagne region in France, 
and we sooo deserve this special 
treat, especially now. New Moët & 
Chandon Nectar Impérial Rosé ($90 
at BCLS) has notes of  rye bread, red 
fruit and hints of  smoke and honey. 
Plus, the gorgeous coral hue simply 
glows in your coupe glass. 

H
3  BUBBLE UP
Aff ordable Prosecco seems fancy 
enough to sip in a bathtub of  scented 
bubbles, without the hefty price tag. 
Spain’s Segura Viudas Cava Brut 
Rosé is a steal—but most certainly 
not a cheap date—at under $16 
at BCLS, with fresh cranberry, 
strawberry and pear notes.

4  BIG SEXY RED
Celebrating sorta-solo? Ask your 
physically distanced sweetheart to 
buy the same wine, then sip, fl irt and 
see where your Zoom call takes you. 
Tedeschi Amarone ($60 at BCLS) 
is perfetto if  you love a bold, classic 
Italian red with notes of  vanilla and 
velvety deep red fruits (and really, 
who doesn’t?). 

5  PROSECCO PERFECTION
Mionetto, Italy’s super-popular 
Prosecco brand, has announced its 
fi rst-ever pink bubble, Prosecco Rosé 
DOC Millesimato ($19 coming to 
BCLS soon). With notes of  honey and 
crusty bread, this is especially nice with 
fi nger foods, shellfi sh or risotto (read: 
Valentine’s Day dinner, done).

6  THINK PINK
Ireland’s Glendalough Rose Gin, 
distilled with actual fresh rose petals, 
boasts a lovely shade of  pale pink and 
a depth and complexity that is unlike 
those girly “pink gins” out there. Pick 
it up for approximately $50 at select 
private liquor stores, including Port 
Moody Liquor Store.

7  IN THE MOOD 
Vancouver’s Odd Society Spirits 
Mia Amata Amaro ($22) is created 
with Brazilian Catuaba—a plant 
with (hello!) aphrodisiac properties. 
A fragrant elixir best enjoyed in your 
favourite antique liqueur glass.

Rosé-Coloured Glasses
B Y  N O A  N I C H O L 

Here’s a thirst-quenching resolution for the year ahead: drink better in 
2021. In fact, that is the motto of  Toronto retailer Cocktail Emporium, 
which sells—you guessed it—glassware that’s anything but everyday 
(though you’re certainly encouraged to use it on the regular). For a special 
occasion like Valentine’s Day, though, we’d be more than inclined to break 
out any of  the pieces included in the Rialto collection (shipping is available 
across Canada). Inspired by Italy’s beloved Floating City and designed in 
homage to the defi ning arches that adorn Venice’s most iconic bridge, the 
range includes elegant, pastel-shaded coupe and tulip glasses and old-
fashioned tumblers (from $36) that are perfectly suited to hold everything 
from water to wine. The best part? Each vessel is handmade and unique, 
with subtle nuances in depth of  colour and cutwork that are to be expected 
and embraced—just like love. Cocktailemporium.com

3  BUBBLE UP
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